ONGOING TRAINING & SUPPORT

CyberChrome
takes the fear out of
color software upgrades.

Unlike equipment manufacturers, CyberChrome remains involved
with our customers for years. We believe training is the key
to success in implementing and maintaining any color
measurement system–and we can put decades of expertise
to work so you can get the most out of your software.

Virtually all versions are
file compatible–
meaning no previously
measured data is lost due
to software incompatibility
which is common when

Keeping your color-matching system finely tuned is our specialty.
We make sure that your operators understand how to employ
OnColor‘s many features in your precise application. We show
you how to keep your colorant data files performing at optimum
levels so you can achieve the best in first shot matches as well
as the quickest turnaround on color matches and on corrections
in production.

changing or upgrading
with other color packages.

Wherever you are in the supply chain, we can help you comply
with an existing color specification or create a new one. We can
improve color communication between departments, suppliers,
or different levels of management within your organization.

CYBERCHROME
Color Control for Industry

We offer many training services that relate not only to your
CyberChrome color measurement software but to your color
measurement instruments as well. Our periodic upgrades
allow you to remain cutting-edge yet simplify knowledge
transfer between employees who utilize the same, stable
platform over time.
THE COLOR OF YES
CyberChrome is different…and better. Call us and challenge
CyberChrome to prove the value, the comprehensive capabilities,
and the intuitive simplicity of our color control software. We
welcome the opportunity to respond to bids and are prepared to
compare our software solutions to any product on the market
today.
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T H E W O R L D ’ S L E A D I N G I N D E P E N D E N T C O LO R S O F T W A R E P R O V I D E R

A PROVEN AND TRUSTED COLOR EXPERT

INDEPENDENCE PROMOTES EXCELLENCE

ONCOLOR™ SUITE

Our world is awash in color.
Industry worldwide knows
the value and power that
color brings to consumers
and to business partners.
Creating the perfect hues
and tones and precisely
replicating them accurately
throughout production is
essential in today‘s competitive marketplace.

Because we don‘t manufacture instruments, our focus
is always on software solutions resulting in a history
of customization and personalization of software
to precisely meet the needs of clients. We can also
train personnel and provide individualized and
comprehensive technical support that sets us apart
from instrument manufacturers.

CyberChrome‘s suite of software solutions offers
the exact combination of tools you require. Each module
can work independently or in concert with the entire
suite. Because our expertise is focused exclusively on
software, we can even customize modules to integrate
seamlessly with your own proprietary processes or to
provide only those features you require.

CyberChrome understands the importance
of controlling color—we have been writing
software for color measurement,
management, application,
matching, and quality
control since 1986.
Today, CyberChrome is the
world‘s leading independent color
software provider. Our software is employed by tens
of thousands of users in a vast array of industries. We
are embraced by Fortune 500 companies and our
integrated package of solution is used extensively
in international markets as well.
Our suite of color control software is
instrument independent—freeing
our clients to use any
combination of manufacturers‘
equipment to meet their precise needs.
CyberChrome has one loyalty—to our customers.
And because our software works with products from
every major instrument manufacturer, we can provide
truly objective technical advice. No other color
control software is as tested, precise, easy to use,
and versatile.

CyberChrome color software has instrument drivers
for most of the popular color instruments
available on the market. We work with your
equipment rather than requiring you to buy
a particular manufacturer‘s device. We
comfortably work across a variety of
manufacturers‘ platforms simultaneously
so you can select the equipment that suits
your process—confident that someone
stands ready to ensure everything works
together harmoniously. You can also
change equipment over time without having
to retrain personnel on new software.

OnColor QC Multi-Angle
is designed for the measurement
and control of special effects
colors such as metallics
and pearls
OnColor Match Express
is ideal for high volume color
matching of small batches

INDUSTRIES SERVED

Whether a tool is easy to use can often affect
productivity. The intuitive user interface of our
software makes it the easiest to learn
and employ in the industry. The result is
reduced errors, rapid training, and
tremendous employee satisfaction.

OnColor QC Premium
is a full-featured package
for the ultimate in color
quality control
OnColor QC
Colorimeters
performs full QC with
colorimeters

Since we regularly upgrade software as the years go
by, we maintain relationships with customers to insure
that you get the most value from your investment.
Our business is premised on continual innovation
and customer satisfaction.
CyberChrome color software is fully integrated within its
application structure. Unlike many other products being
sold today, every level of CyberChrome‘s applications
is built on the same integrated software foundation
resulting in a stable and complete package.

OnColor QC Lite
includes all basic color
management tools for the
entry level user

CyberChrome software is currently employed across a
host of industries to ensure color matching, accuracy,
quality control, and repeatability.

Textile
Paint/Coatings
Plastics
Paper
Food

Ceramics
Automotive
Paint/Plastics/Textile
Cosmetics
Furniture
Leather
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OnColor Match Silver
delivers production level
color-matching and batch
correction
OnColor Match Gold
is our laboratory package
that includes colorant
characterization and all other
matching, correction, and
database storage options
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